Abstract. Elliptic crank is able to generate elliptic curve of the planet mechanism. With the elliptic crank as the driven crank of slider-crank mechanism, the kinematic characteristics of the slider are changed. The offset slider elliptical crank mechanism can be realized in the dwell and quick return characteristics at the same time. The analysis and synthesis methods of the offset slider elliptic crank combined mechanism was proposed which has dwell characteristics at the left side limit position. Some motion properties parameters, such as intermittent range of the slider, minimum transmission Angle, time ratio and slide stroke, was researched. The impacts of main mechanism parameters on the motion properties are analyzed. The parameters of the mechanism are given which has a maximum time ratio with allowable transmission Angle.
Introduction
In order to improve Slider-crank mechanism kinetic characteristic, some combined mechanisms with elliptical gear have been studied by some papers, and some special kinematics regularity have been obtained [1] [2] [3] [4] . As we know, the track of point A on the planet gear in planetary mechanism, which is combined by a fixed center wheel 5 z , a holder 1 and a planet wheel 2 z , is a cycloid curve [5, 6] . When the relative transmission ratio of planetary wheel and fixed center wheel (relative to holder O 1 B, which is driving link 1) is 2 5 / z z i  2  , the cycloid curve will degrade into elliptic curve, as shown by dotted line in Fig. 1 . This planetary mechanism can be named as elliptical crank or elliptical production mechanism. Because the moving point A have different radius and speed in different positions, we can use the moving point A to replace the crank drive slider, which can change the moving rule and obtain the slider mechanism similar as intermittent motion, on the extreme positions [7, 8] . Eccentric elliptical slider-crank mechanism not only can realize the intermittent movement at some extreme point, but also have the characteristic of quick-return movement. In the literature [8] , the analysis and Synthesis approach of this mechanism has been proposed. According to the allowable transmission angle, the extreme values of planet holder length and offset distance have been obtained. Then the calculation method of some parameters has been proposed, such as minimum transmission angle, extreme positions, time ratio, etc. In this paper, the influence of main parameters on the mechanism kinematic performance and mechanism parameters which has the maximum time ratio has been analyzed.
Mechanism Kinematic Analysis and Synthesis
In order to subsequent analysis, this section refers directly to the formula of reference [8] . As shown in 
The speed equation of the slider is Fig. 1 . If the slider has the condition of intermittent on the left extreme position C 1 , then we can obtain that the position of C 1 is on the curvature center of point A 1 on ellipse minor axis. Then the curvature radius ρ of A 1 is
The intersection angle between ellipse short axis and x-axis named α is
The initial position angle 0  will be calculated
The position of the minimum transmission angle γ min is
The minimum driving angle γ min is min 0 min min sin sin( ) 90 arcsin be l
The left extreme position C 1 of the slider can be confirmed by The movement curve of the slider elliptical crank mechanism is shown in Fig.2 . The slider 4 in this mechanism only has the moving value of 0.005 in the range of The intermittent of the ellipse crank slider mechanism is approximate. According to Fig.2 , the displacement curve is strictly down convex curve, theoretically, and is not flat at the bottom. The bottom enlargement is shown in figure 3 . Therefore, there is no theoretical intermittent movement. Actually, in the mechanism moving process, the component has elastic and the kinematic pair exist clearance. At the extreme position there will be some range intermittent movement. The flatter at the bottom, the bigger is the intermittent range. The compensation ability of the clearance and elastic will also influence the intermittent range size. However, it is difficult to give some refined calculation method theoretically.
In this paper, we use the theoretical curve bottom (point A 1 ) adding 0.005 to confirm the intermittent range, as shown in Fig. 3 . The number 0.005 here is only the assumed value, not the design standard. When the connecting rod length l is different with the calculation value in equation (3), the displacement curve bottom will come to a point, and the intermittent range will also be diminish. The intermittent range can be appropriated by this characteristic.
The Influence of Parameter b
The relative length of the planet connecting rod mainly influence the time ratio k, the slider relative stroke H, the minimum transmission angle γ min and the intermittent range d  . After calculation, it shows that the relationship between planet connecting rod length b and minimum transmission angle γ min is monotone decreasing function. As shown in Fig. 4 , the influence on the time ratio k is smaller. The influence on the relative stroke H is bigger. The decrease of relative stroke means the mechanism size will be increase. Therefore, the parameter b should be better less on the perspective of the structure size. As shown in Fig. 5 , the relationship between b and minimum transmission angle γ min is monotone decreasing function. The relationship between b and the slider intermittent range d  is complex, the trend is decreasing at first and then increasing, but the changing range is not big. So that considering the minimum transmission Angle, the parameter b should be larger. 
The Influence of Parameter e
As shown in Fig. 6 . The influence of relative offset distance e is opposite with b. The relationship between relative offset distance e and slider relative stroke H is monotone increasing function. The influence on the time ratio k is bigger. The influence on the relative stroke H is smaller. It's better to choose bigger e on the points of structure size and quick-return characteristic. 
Maximum Time Ratio k max
The bigger is the time ratio k, the bigger is the offset distance e. Restricted by the allowable driving angle [γ], the offset distance e cannot too bigger. When e = e max , γ min = [γ], the time ratio k will be 85 maximum. At this time, the relationship between k and b is shown in Fig. 8 . Nearby b = 0.4, the parameter k is maximum, it is named k max . The mechanism parameters which have the maximum time ratio k max are shown in Table 1 . 
Conclusions
The elliptic crank slider mechanism can realize the intermittent movement at an extreme position. The bias ellipse crank slider mechanism can at the same time realize the quick-return movement. The elliptic crank slider dwell mechanism only have 2 parameters can be chosen. Considering the structure size, we should choose the smaller planet connecting rod length b and the bigger offset distance e.
